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Abstra t: Extended version of the onferen e on the \Development of Celestial Me hani s in Italy between the end of '800 and the Twenties of the XX entury" at the Lin ei
A ademy
Istoria
Illustrious prede essors were, for instan e, Giuseppe Lodovi o Lagrangia, (1736{
1813), Fran es o Carlini, (1783{1862), Giovanni Plana, (1781{1864), Gabrio Piola, (1794{1850), Giovanni Santini, (1787{1877), Ottaviano Fabrizio Mossotti,
(1791-1863): astronomers and theoreti ians whose work is on luded at the beginning of
the period onsidered here.
A short and preliminary analysis of the development of Mathemati al Physi s, dis ipline
that I identify with Theoreti al Me hani s (point me hani s, n{bodies, ontinuous, statisti al, elestial me hani s...), in the period 1860{1922, from the \Uni ation of Italy"
to the \Mar h towards Rome" or from Mossotti to Fermi, an begin from from
Enri o Betti, (1823-1892).
Well known in Algebra and Geometry he was, in fa t, mainly a mathemati al physi ist
dis iple of Mossotti. He did not refrain to start by translating the Treatise of elementary Algebra of Bertrand that ertainly ontributed to draw him mu h loser to the
European urrents of ideas. He was a sour e of inspiration and a ultural referen e for
his ontemporaries, among whi h Beltrami. Parti ularly in the last twenty years of his
work he dedi ated his resear h to Me hani s: he ontributed to the theory of elasti ity by
extending the method of images to the biharmoni equation, later followed by Cerruti,
Somigliana, as well as the methods employed for studying the Lapla e equation.
His works ontain detailed and on rete presentations; mini-treatises, very useful even
for today students who happen to have knowledge of their existen e, on potential theory,
on apillarity, on the heat equation, on elasti ity: always attentive to the ele trostati
interpretations of the many results.1
Among the rst in Italy to be aware and to apply the ideas (that he attributes to
Clausius without quoting Boltzmann) at the roots of Statisti al Me hani s: he deals
with the problems of me hani al interpretation of heat in an interesting work on the heat
theorem and entropy where he derives a \thermodynami al" interpretation of the states
of a system of masses intera ting with gravitational potential, [Be888℄; or he studies
the equilibrium of a mass of rare ed gas isolated in spa e, [Be880℄, and more pre isely
he estimates the quantity of heat that an be ontained in a star and how it ould
in rease a be ause of gravitational ontra tion rea hing undoubtedly modern results of
astrophysi al interest.2 He was Senator of the young kingdom of Italy but he did not
really get involved into politi al matters.
Fran es o Brios hi, (1824{1897).
1

2

It is interesting, from a histori al viewpoint, to remark that he deals with the problem known today as
the Diri hlet problem with the variational method by onsidering as obvious that the fun tional has a
minimum: a statement whi h was onsidered intuitive by Riemann and Diri hlet but whi h be ame
important to prove after a ounterexample by Weierstrass (1880) and Hilbert's solution (1899)
and the su essive theory of Fredholm: it still ontinues to onstitute a main result in the treatises or
le tures on PDE's, [Be863℄ p. 82 in OP-2.
\If there has been a time in whi h in the unit of mass of the Sun was ontained in average a just 1
alory, the radius of the sphere o upied by it was, at the time, equal a 6825 times the distan e of the
Sun from Neptune", (see original quote in the Appendix)
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Illustrious mathemati al physi ist who, however, dedi ated himself to Analysis, mainly
to the theory of equations, of ellipti fun tions and of di erential equations. But his
vol ani produ tion, always dedi ated to te hni ally demanding questions, greatly inuen ed many young students and formed a generation of analysts and mathemati al
physi ists. I fra tion of the his works properly in Mathemati al Physi s is rather small
and almost ex lusively dedi ated to problems in hydrauli s, very on rete and of dire t interest for engineering, [Br866℄, (unless we onsider the theory of ellipti fun tions
as part of the Me hani s, whi h would be an easily defensible position). Parti ularly
relevant for Theoreti al Me hani s is the paper on the equilibrium on gurations of a
rotating uid, [Br861℄, whi h is a subje t on whi h all Mathemati al Physi ists of this
period were involved (as well as in earlier times, like for instan e Plana): this paper was
ontinued by Padova who has the merit of having extended the analysis to the ases of
rotating ellipsoidal on gurations with axes periodi ally os illating, [Pa871℄. He had important a ademi and politi al harges (he founded the Milan Polyte hni Al S hool, was
President of A ademia dei Lin ei and was Senator). He was tea her and then olleague
of
Luigi Cremona, (1830-1903),
who in uen ed Mathemati al Physi s although he was mostly ontributing to Geometry. A tra e of his dire t involvement in questions of applied Mathemati al Physi s
an be found in his membership in a ommittee for a referee report (together with Beto hi, Blaserna, Beltrami) for the possible publi ation on the Rendi onti Lin ei
of a somewhat strange paper of Mr. Colonel Pietro Conti, whi h very likely \had"
to be a epted, [Cr875℄.3 His su essor was Valentino Cerruti, (1850{1909), also a
mathemati al physi ist who gave important ontributions to elasti ity theory. Cremona
in uen ed, together with Brios hi,
Eugenio Beltrami, (1835{1900).
Around him and Betti gravitated the Italian Mathemati al Physi ists until the dawn of
the XX entury, when the ex eptional ourishing of Volterra and Levi-Civita took
pla e.
His most known ontribution has been, perhaps, the realization of a portion of surfa e
with onstant negative urvature in a 3 dimensional spa e: the pseudosphere, gure of
rotation asso iated with the tra trix, around 1868, [BGT998℄. The a hievement was
obtained through onsiderations and methods typi al of the Mathemati al Physi s,4 , by
studying the on rete question of representing without deformation a surfa e on another
by making use of the instruments provided by Gauss' and Loba hevsky's theories.
With an attitude of an experimental physi ist he also built paper models to illustrate
properties of non Eu lidean geometry and derived from them idea of the possible validity
of new properties of su h geometry, yet unknown, whi h he pro eeded to prove.
Beltrami, a mathemati ian by formation, also studied quite diverse questions of mehani s, well beyond the properties of the geodesi motions on urved surfa es and their
interpretation in terms of the geometri on eptions of Gauss and Loba hevsky, inno3 \We annot refrain from remarking that from the 135 experiments quoted in the Memory one an well
extra t arguments to asts doubts on the results obtained by Coulomb and by Morin but one an
doubt whether they suÆ e to onvin e on the truth of the laws stated from Sig. Conti, even more so
as by his pro ess it is not evident the possibility of rea hing some on lusive result." .... losing by \...
it seems desirable to us that the Memory be published, so that a fruitful dis ussion on it is generated
and more ompetent judges an pronoun e an appropriate senten e".
4 His quali ation as a Mathemati al Physi ist is paradigmati ally des ribed by a quote from his several
works on potential theory \thus the generi fun tions that we shall meet in the following must always
be assumed to be endowed apart from the expli itly stated properties of all those, like integrability,
di erentiability or other, that are ne essary for the legitima y of the operations performed on them,

p. 574 of [Be880℄, words that should be kept in mind by ontemporaries who asso iate Mathemati al
Physi s with \weak" or not onstru tive solutions of important equations.
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vative at the time: the more than a tual importan e of the Lapla e-Beltrami operator
and of the di erential parameters of a surfa e is a witness. He was an attentive to what
was being developed in Europe in the domains of Analysis, of Geometry as well as in
Physi s. He did not hesitate to even enter into onsiderations on the phenomenology
of ele trodynami s and on Faraday's ideas (in a letter to Cesaro, [Be889℄). He dedi ated mu h time to ele trodynami s and to ele trostati s: solving several problems of
potential theory and studying uidodynami s in detail trying to larify the onne tion
with Maxwell's equations and rea hing negative on lusions about their possible elasti
nature (a work revisited by Somigliana, [So907℄). I four monographs on uidodynami s, [Be874℄, an be onsidered a treatise of theory of Euler's uids, with interesting
new exa t solutions of uid motions, both planar and not planar (like the Hamiltonian
motions of vorti es or the heli oidal motions of in ompressible uids) and with several
other natural problems posed in a form that still today we would all modern. Elasti ity
also attra ted his uriosity and he ontributed to the di usion in Italy of St. Venant's
prin iple, for instan e, by riti izing some of its aspe ts (about the quantity that it
would be ne essary to estimate in order to guarantee the ohesion of an elasti material,
where his answer di ers from St. Venant's (the work was revisited by Levi-Civita,
[LC901℄): and elasti ity, as well as ele tromagnetism, attra ted his attention also be ause
of their relation with the problems about a tion at distan e (by studying for instan e the
representation of the Newtonian or ele tromagneti for es by means of elasti for es).
Quite remarkable is his work on entropy, [Be882℄, that shows a deep knowledge of the
ideas of Clausius and that probably stimulated the interest that also Betti, [Be888℄,
showed to the matter. He develops on the basis of the ideas of Clausius and Helmholtz
a \theorem of the heat" veri ed by a system of n harged ondu tors when one hanges
the \state", i.e. the form, the harge and the spatial position: by asso iating with a ea h
state suitable ele trostati quantities to be alled (we use here, for brevity, the notation
of Boltzmann instead of his) U , energy, T temperature, p pressure, V volume he shows
that su h quantities have the property that the variations of U and of V , orresponding
to an arbitrary variation of the state, are su h that
dU

+ pdV
T

= exa t di erential

i.e. the quantity in the the l.h.s. is the variation of a suitable fun tion S of the state. This
is a\me hani al analogy of heat" and introdu es a quantity analogous to the notion of
entropy: it followed an idea that in those years Boltzmann, with a work ulminating in

1884 but already begun mu h earlier in his youth, [B0866℄, [Bo884℄, along lines followed
also by Clausius and then Helmoltz whi h led him to the ergodi hypothesis and to
the theory of statisti al ensembles. In Italy, as elsewhere, the theory of Boltzmann has
been largely misunderstood or ignored in spite of the developments that led Gibbs to
its transformation into the modern statisti al me hani s. Hen e it interesting to remark
that Beltrami (and then Betti and to a less extent also Volterra) have been, until
present times, among the few to take into a serious onsideration the heat theorem whi h
fas inated him be ause of the me hani al meaning that it ould atta h to entropy. It is
somewhat surprising, however, that in the paper no referen e to Clausius, Helmoltz
or Boltzmann appears, although he quotes them in other papers: and it seems ertain
that he knew their work on the subje t.
In Mathemati al Analysis proper Beltrami gave many ontributions, quite modern
in spirit, among whi h the development of a fun tion in a trigonometri al series with
harmoni s of frequen ies equal to the roots of the rst Bessel fun tion or of its derivative,
following a work of Abel. He did not get dire tly involved in Celestial Me hani s in
spite of a brief period at the Brera observatory (1863-64) and his a quaintan e with
S hiaparelli with whom he wrote trigonometri tables for geodesi usage.
The personality of Beltrami has been, therefore, very ri h and polyhedri although his
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in uen e did not materialize in a large s hool: possibly be ause of his repeated moves
from university to university. Nevertheless he had students in various universities (for
instan e Burgatti, f. below). In his youth (1853) he was expelled from the Collegio
Ghislieri under the a usation of having in ited unrest against the Re tor (at the time
Lombardy was under Austrian rule and many found that not a eptable) so that he
ould not even nish his studies. Nevertheless he ould ontinue to work on resear h
and get, after Uni ation, a position in the Royal University thanks to the appre iation
and interest of Brios hi and Cremona eventually even be oming a Senator (as several
other illustrious mathemati al physi ists, like Brios hi, Betti, Sia i, Volterra)
and was given important government tasks.
His work has been important for the in uen e on Italian resear h: perhaps mainly
be ause of the dissemination of knowledge of the great themes of Me hani s (from uids
to ele trodynami s to elasti ity to theoreti al Physi s) that followed a large number
of papers in whi h he derived, providing remarkable simpli ations through new and
original methods, important results of European s ientists. Furthermore we owe to him
the dis ussion and valorization of Sa heri's work, [Be889℄, on non Eu lidean Geometry.
He was in uen ed by
Domeni o Chelini, (1802{1878).
Older than Beltrami, he su ered politi ally (being an e lesiasti ) and was red by
the University of Bologna \not having" attended a religious eremony elebrating the
\Statuto" (1860); readmitted (1863) and again red (1864, having refused an oath of
allegian e to the Kingdom be ause of his e lesiasti status,, although in fa t he was
personally in favor of Uni ation of the ountry). Chelini has been an important gure
who ontributed to the development of Me hani s in various ways and in primis with his
detailed and expli it onstru tive treatment of Poinsot's motions, whi h was studied in
the rest of Europe, [Ch859℄. He therefore ontinued and ontributed to keep alive the interest on Analyti al Me hani s on the footsteps of Lagrange (and, in Italy, of Plana,
Piola, Santini and others that followed Lagrange by applying and developing his
methods in the rst part of the XIX entury). However in Italy the developments that
might have been expe ted on the theory of rigid motions following Chelini's ontributions, although their study remained at the enter of numerous su essive resear hes and
of the interests of all mathemati al physi ists.
An important do ument on Chelini's stature is his treatise of Rational Me hani s,
[Ch860℄, whi h seems to me to have remained unequaled until the appearan e (1921) of
the Levi-Civita and Amaldi treatise (whi h I would dare say that went beyond only
in the theory and appli ations of anoni al maps and variational prin iples).5 He applies
the theory of rigidi motions omputing the terrestrial pre ession and nutation, that will
be also in Levi-Civita and Amaldi but that is not usually dis ussed in the Italian
treatises of the period intermediate between the 1860 and the 1921. It is a syndeti
exposition, and yet it is very lear, even if judged a ording to present day riteria. He
dis usses the theory of fri tionless onstraints via the prin iples of virtual works ( alled
virtual velo ities) and of D'Alembert essentially presenting them as a de nition of
onstraint without fri tion (and setting fri tion, when present, among the a tive for es)
without trying the a proof \on physi al basis" whi h (quite strangely) was adopted by
the Italian s hools of Me hani s ( f. the le tures of Burgatti or of Levi-Civita and
Amaldi): the point of view of Chelini instead has been that of the main treatises
5

The le tures of Giovanni Battaglini, (1826{1894), [Ba873℄, were also equally interesting. Although
being expli itly based on the treatises of Todhunter and of others they onstitute a ompilation
of highest level: they are relevant for Celestial Me hani s as the elementary motions (pre essions
and nutations) of Earth and Moon are elegantly dis ussed. A important earlier treatise was due to
Santini, [Sa830℄: also quite remarkable for the attention devoted to su h questions. Several other
treatises appeared between that of Chelini and that of Levi{Civita and Amaldi: for instan e those
of Alessandro Dorna (1825{1866), [Do873℄, Filiberto Castellano, [Ca811℄.
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of the time, see for instan e the point of view of Appell and of Voigt.6 Chelini's
interest for matters of prin iple and for the foundations is always present in his book and
ulminates in the interesting Appendix \On the fundamental prin iples of Mathemati s"
where his attention is attra ted by the axiomatization needs that in those years pervaded
mathemati al studies in Europe.
He was a tively interested in Celestial Me hani s: see for instan e his al ulation of the
ephemerides of Hind's omet, [Ch847℄.
Therefore Chelini appears as a key gure, as also proved by Beltrami's appre iation
who, at times, alled him \dear and illustrious friend"; in the ex eptional ommemoration
that he wanted to read about him he alls Chelini with the a e tionate expression \il
buon Chelini".7
Fran es o Sia i, (1839{1907).
Contemporary of Beltrami emigrated from Roma to Torino to parti ipate to the Italian
uni ation pro ess be oming a soldier. He be ome professor of Rational Me hani s (at
the Torino university) and of Ballisti (at the S hool of Appli ations, Torino). He is an
interesting personality who su eeded in performing also resear h in spite of being urged
to work on on rete artillery problems. He revisited the results of Chelini on Poinsot
motions, [Si877℄. In his le tures on Rational Me hani s the prin iple virtual work is
presented, essentially, as a postulate: he omes ba k to the matter in one among his
last papers where he tries a simple proof of the prin iple opening with a methodologi al
statement that show that he was very attentive to fundamental questions and appre iative
of their relevan e.8

The ideal su essors of Beltrami and Betti.
were Volterra, a physi ist laureate at the S uola Normale of Pisa, student of Betti and
then su essor to Beltrami's hair, and Tullio Levi-Civita, (1873-1941), mathematiian, in uen ed by Ernesto Padova, (1845-1896), and Gregorio Ri i-Curbastro,
(1853{1925). Two rather di erent personalities, both with varied and often ommon interests: with their work Italian resear h enters in the ow of European s ien e and
ompetes with it.
Vito Volterra, (1860-1940).
His work is initially dedi ated to Mathemati al Analysis under the in uen e of Ulisse
Dini, (1845{1918), and undertakes with larity and without refraining from even very
substantial omputations, that re e t his ba kground as a physi ist, problems of ele trodynami s, [Vo891℄, with attention to the representation of wave solutions via Kir hoff's
prin iple. The papers of the rst twenty years, until the beginning of the '900, is vast,
varied and of of ex eptional interest.
Well known are his foundational ontributions to Fun tional Analysis and to the theory
of integrals equations and of the \hereditary phenomena" that appear already in his rst
6

7
8

Although Chelini dis ussed in a in an earlier paper, [Ch847℄, a \proof" of the prin iple of the \ virtual
velo ities" going ba k to Ampere (\... it obviously suÆ es that the sum of the applied for es is normal
normal to M ..."). In this respe t it is onvenient to re all that the lassi al treatise of Voigt was
been translated, 1894, into Italian with a forward by Beltrami who stresses that the attention to the
analyti al me hani s of Lagrange would have perhaps deserved to be larger.
i.e. \the good Chelini".
\On the other hand at s hool, long and ompli ated proofs should be avoided: the ones whi h are not
rigorous are una eptable, and should not be given. Not to give them at all ... does not seem to
me suitable to a good mathemati ian. However this is followed by a proof, [Si905℄, that he himself
immediately after, in a su essive paper, remarks to be non rigorous: \Where rigor fails it is no longer
worth aring and whoever might be urious will be easily able to nd it on his own.". The non rigorous
proof in reality, it seems to me, ontains an error in item 2Æ , p. 605: an error that I do not see in the
proof, quite analogous, in the treatise of Chelini.
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works, [Vo883℄, [Vo887℄, see also [Vo912℄, [Vo914℄.9 The theory has a rapid development
whi h makes ne essary several review works or papers omparing results with those
 mil h, Dini, Sonine, Leviof other authors (Abel, Liouville, Beltrami, S hlo
Civita, Pin herle), [Vo897℄.
Theoreti al Me hani s is the subje t of several memoirs among whi h I quote the remarkable extension of Hamilton-Ja obi's theory to ases in whi h the time variable is
two{dimensional:10 and he nds in this way properties of families of minimal surfa es
already obtained by Padova. A modern revisitation of the problems that this memory
suggests is ertainly desirable.
Celestial Me hani s has been obje t of intense study, although on entrated within a few
years, dedi ated, unlike Levi-Civita, to questions of applied Astronomy. In parti ular
he has been attra ted, possibly under the in uen e of Padova, [Pa885℄, by the theory of
polar motion: following Chandler's pre ession dis overy (1891). In a series of papers he
dis usses, [Vo895℄, the possibility that the pre ession is due to motions internal to Earth,
marine urrents for instan e, that produ e a ouple M onstant, or with a slowly varying
dire tion in a earthly frame (with the Earth otherwise regarded as a rigid body). The
purpose is nding an explanation of the observed inequality between the Chandler's
pre ession and Eulerian pre ession.11 He also dis usses alternative hypotheses like the
plasti ity hypothesis proposed by S hiaparelli (i.e. variability of the inertia tensor
whi h, instead, remains onstant in the internal motions theory, favored by Volterra).
His ba kground as a physi ist is manifest in the latter papers whi h show hi ability to
atta k a diÆ ult and not a priori well de ned phenomenologi al problem by drawing
inspiration and methods from the rigorous methods of theoreti al me hani s, for both
the de nition and the treatment of the mathemati al model. In this respe t one an get
an idea of how mu h Chandler's dis overy had ex ited the interest of physi ists and
mathemati ians by reading the strong polemi s, quite likely not exempt from a priority
dispute, in Volterra's letter, [Vo896℄, to the president of the A ademia dei Lin ei
Brios hi in answer to omments by Giuseppe Peano, [Pe895℄, on his theory.
Rigid motions theory, as everyone knows, is a quite ontagious entity: hen e also
Volterra will devote to it a large number of memories after his initial interest for
the physi al aspe ts of the polar pre ession. Hen e he studies various me hani al problems, usually related to Chandler's pre ession, among whi h the theory of poly y li
systems (rigid bodies hosts of systems performing periodi motions of di erent periods)
going ba k (and developing) Helmoltz' theory of mono y li systems whi h had had a
great importan e in the foundations of Statisti al Me hani s through the Boltzmann's
work, [Bo884℄. It is interesting that su h papers of the founders of Statisti al Me hani s,
9
10

An interesting tra e of his study of potential theory is also to be found, aside from his early papers, in
a series of \exer ises" that it would be very useful to =suggest to students, [Vo894℄.
The generalization is roughly des ribed as follows. The oordinates x1 ; : : : ; xn \motion" (with a two{
dimensional time) depend on two parameters u; v that vary in a domain ; the role of the time derivatives x_ 1 ; : : : ; x_ n is played by the determinants Ri;j def
= (x(u;v;x) ) ; i < j and the \Lagrangian" is now a
fun tion L(; x). The problem is to minimize  L(; x)dudv under the ondition that x takes given
 L = 0 and having
values on the boundary of . The equations \of motion" be ome Pk  ((u;v;x) ) x
def  L
H ,
set pi;k =  and H = p   L(; x) one nds the \Hamiltonian form": i.e.  (p(u;v;x) ) = x
 (x ;x ) = H .
(u;v) 
i

j

i;k

k

i

i;k

i

k

i

i;k

j

i;k

11

The model is I !_ = (I ! + M ) ^ ! + M_ , with M onstant (stationary internal motions) or variable
(slowly varying internal motions) and with I the inertia matrix, whi h is integrable, by quadratures, if
M_ = 0 or, if M_ is small, approximately; the model allows us to derive the value of M as a fun tion of
the observed motion of the poles. He nds the remarkable result that the Eulerian period would hange
into the observed Chandler period if the angular momentum along the Earth axis of the internal
motions was  10 3 times the total.
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known and applied by Beltrami and Betti, as ited above, were known and followed in
Italy at the time, unfortunately to be forgotten later. In 1898 he ompletes and reviews
his studies in a monography on the prestigious journal A ta Mathemati al, [Vo898℄.
To Celestial Me hani s he omes ba k with the study of n{bodies xed on a line and
a (n + 1)-th body gravitationally attra ted by them: a problem that will be further
investigated by Armellini, see below.
To very on rete questions related to the interpretation of experiments and of natural
phenomena Volterra, as Levi-Civita, Ri i-Curbastro and others, has always been
attentive: the interest for the polar pre ession is not the only example. Papers on
ele trolysis and on analogous phenomena, developed as a Student or as an A ademi ian,
provide other examples, [Vo897℄; in his theory of the \sei hes" of Geneva lake where,
[Vo898℄, he proposes the study of the analogous phenomena in the italian lakes and
in a brilliantly short note in the appendix he shows that the orresponding theoreti al
problem an be redu ed to an eigenvalue problem (\ex eptional values problem").
His ontinuous interest for the theory of holomorphi fun tions keeps him in lose onta t
with Mathemati al Analysis and Geometry of the onstant urvature surfa es: an interest
always kept up even in the periods when on rete questions, dire tly related to Physi s
experiments or Astronomy, seemed should predominate. This is already manifest in the
extension of the holomorphy notion of a fun tions of several variables, [Vo887℄.12 A
theory that he will develop into the theory of di erential forms of dimension arbitrary
obtaining remarkable extensions of previous partial results of Riemann and Beltrami,
among others. And later into the theory of linear di erential equations in the omplex
eld, [Vo899℄. A really elegant note is his addition theorem for double integrals whi h
shows that Volterra was in syn hrony with the interests and the methods that were
being developed in Europe (by Pi ard in this ase), [Vo897℄.
Elasti ity is the subje t of several important papers extending to waves propagating in
elasti isotropi and anisotropi bodies the notion of hara teristi lines (whi h be ome
hara teristi surfa es), [Vo894℄. Furthermore he analyzes elasti properties of non simply
onne ted bodies and develops a detailed theory showing that, unlike the ase of simply
onne ted bodies, a non singular solution of the elasti ity equations presenting internal
tensions is possible in absen e of external for es, [Vo907℄. The wave equation, the heat
equation and the elasti ity equations ontinue to attra t his attention: and he dis usses
an appli ation of the method of images to the wave equation, [Vo904℄, writes le tures on
the equations of Mathemati al Physi s, [Vo908℄, an interesting appli ation of the heat
equation is devoted to the rather on rete problem of the temperature inside a mountain,
[Vo912℄, he also studies integrodi erential equations, [Vo912℄, and hereditary phenomena,
[Vo913℄.
During the war period his s ienti produ tion is somewhat a e ted and it is adapted
to his new state of voluntary aeronauti s soldier, [Vo916℄: he nevertheless manages to
omplete works on the theory of algebras of integral operators, [Vo916℄, whi h ontinue
his 1912 Prin eton le tures and whi h will ontinue to attra t his interest, [Vo920℄. These
are ideas that have had several kinds of developments, for instan e the modern theory of
onvergen e of the virial series and the \ luster expansion" algebrai formalism, [Ru969℄.
The theory of population evolution, important for originality and results, has been
mainly developed in the period su essive to the one onsidered here.
He has been very a tive in shaping s ienti poli ies in Italy and, parti ularly after
1922, abroad. He a hieved important results in the organization of resear h and soon
developed interests for the appli ations of Mathemati s to biologi al and so ial s ien es.
12

A pair of omplex fun tions on the regular and losed, or ending on the boundary of a given domain of a
3{dimensional surfa e, urves de ned by line integrals of a pair of di erential forms are Riemann{related
if the urls of the oeÆ ients of the forms are everywhere proportional. Like the ase of a bidimensional
surfa e when two omplex fun tions of the points of the surfa e are Riemann{related if the in nitesimal
variations with respe t to the value taken in a arbitrary point and any of its in nitesimally lose
neighbors have a ratio whi h is independent from the variation of the points, [Vo889℄.
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As a Senator he exer ised strong in uen e on Italian s ien e, at least until the advent
of fas ism, whi h he opposed with rm oheren e until his ousting from the university
and the a ademies whi h took pla e well before the ra ial laws.13 For an understanding
of his are for high s hool edu ation and resear h it is useful to read his relation on the
tea hing of dynami s in \s uole industriali", [Vo921℄, or the slightly later relation on the
tea hing of Mathemati al Physi s in the university, [Vo920℄.
Tullio Levi-Civita, (1873-1941).
With Levi-Civita Analyti al Me hani s re eives a boost with the proof of new and
original propositions. Among his rst papers one nds a lassi ation of the geodesi
motions on surfa es and the problem of isomorphism of ontinuous systems dynami al
(as we all it today) is set with larity and studied in some detail, [LC886℄. Soon his
interest for Analyti Me hani s and his knowledge of Celestial Me hani s problems lead
him to the \Levi-Civita's regularization" of the restri ted three body problem in a
well known series of papers, whi h begin in [LC903℄ with the dis overy of the anoni al
hange of oordinates a ting the position oordinates (x; y ) of the restri ted problem as
(x; y ) ! (;  ) with x + iy = ( + i )2 , and whi h is a ompanied and followed by several
problems related to Celestial Me hani s whi h puts Levi-Civita among the few authors
of the period onsidered here who, in Italy, were involved into theoreti al questions
relative to the tabulation of the perturbation theory fun tions. For instan e the study
of inversion of Kepler's equation where he shows that the inversion of u e sin u = 
by series, for arbitrary real  , an be a phieved for all e entri ities 0 < e < 1 via a
expp 1 e2 with radius of onvergen e 1, [LC904℄.
power series in the parameter  = e 1+
1 e2
The study of Kepler's equation has been a re urring theme in Italy sin e Lagrange,
 , [Ch846℄, and Levi-Civita's is an
at least, as in the papers of Carlini or of Chio
original and innovative ontinuation of the earlier studies.. Also his work on impli it
fun tions inversion, whi h does not seem well known, is likely to have been generated by
the problems that he was atta king on the representation of the perturbing fun tion in
Celestial Me hani s: he proposes using a summation method of the series expressing an
impli itly de ned fun tion; in modern language, this is a \resummation" of a ( onvergent)
power series, [LC907℄. A method that has been re ently adapted and applied to small
divisors and divergent series problems (resummations of mass diagrams in quantum eld
theory and in KAM theory).
An interesting theorem on \stationary motions",14 allows us to dis uss in a uni ed way
all motions integrable by quadratures known at the time in several systems, relevant for
Me hani s and mainly for Celestial Me hani s, whi h were not ompletely redu ible to
quadratures, like the heavy rigid body with a xed point, the three bodies problem and
more.
\Mathemati ian" by formation, as witnessed by his rst papers and by his re urring
interest for subtle questions like the prime numbers theory, the in nitesimals, the transnite numbers or for the absolute di erential al ulus, learned from Ri i-Curbastro
13

14

In this respe t one often hears that his refusal of the oath of allegian e to the fas ist regime took pla e
when he was about to retire, 1932: and one omits to add that Volterra, sin e the beginning, 1922,
had to su er the onsequen es of his opposition to the regime and one forgets also that ex lusion from
the so iety of peers at an old age is harder to over ome than by people who, like Volterra fteen
years earlier and at the height of his for es and fame, an hoose to emigrate.
onsider a n degrees of freedom system with Hamiltonian H (; ; p; q) where ;  are k anoni ally
onjugate oordinates and p; q are the remaining n k. If Ir (; ; p; q) def
= r fr (; p; q) and Ir =
0, r = 1; : : : ; k are \invariant relations", i.e. if they remain zero at 0all time if they are zero at the
initial time and if furthermore hey0 are in involution, then
setting H (; p; q) = H (f (; p; q); ; p; q) it
follows that also the relations p H (; p; q) = 0 and q H 0 (; p; q) = 0 are invariant relations; expressing
through them p = P (); q = Q() in terms of  and solving the \only k{dimensional" equations
q_ =  (f (; P (); Q()); ; P (); Q()) one obtains 1k motions. The result was re onsidered and
extended by Burgatti, [Bu912℄, and then by Levi-Civita himself.
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and then developed in ollaboration with him, [RL900℄, Levi-Civita rapidly be ame a
Theoreti al Physi ist through his interests for Me hani s and the Physi s of ontinua
starting with elasti ity and the theory of uids and, through Geometry and together
with Ri i-Curbastro, has been among the founders of the mathemati s of General
Relativity. He remained always lose and grateful to Ri i as testi ed by his ommemoration at the A ademia dei Lin ei, [LC925℄, where he attributes almost ompletely the
reation of absolute di erential al ulus to Ri i, re alling also how little Ri i had
been appre iated during most of his s ienti life .15
As a theoreti al physi ist he has been, beyond doubt, the most prominent in Italy in
the onsidered period: his multiple interests lead him to study with great attention the
most varied questions: in a letter to Sia i (who was already a Senator, but not yet
artillery General) he explains his attempt at explaining resistan e met by a body in
motion in an ideal uid that he develops into an ambitious theory of wakes and uid
fri tion.16 He is strongly interested to on rete ele tromagnetism problems, on request
of experimental physi ists like Righi, for interpretation of laboratory experiments. His
rigorous treatment of the (non linear) waves at the free surfa e of a bidimensional uid
(begun in [LC907℄ and ontinued on several later papers) is still today rightly well known.
In other papers he studies problems suggested by industrial enterprises on oaxial ables
onstru tion,17 or from ballisti s.18
He was always parti ularly interested by ele tromagnetism: both for for spe ial theoreti al questions and for matters of prin iple. His interest ulminates, perhaps, pre isely
in the period in whi h \Mr. Einstein" was developing the relativisti revolution: this
is witnessed by the analysis, admirable by its lu idity and methodologi al rigor, of the
theory of ele tron and of its ele tromagneti mass presented Italian Physi al So iety
(S.I.F.) meeting in Pavia in 1901 and rielaborated and published in 1907 stimulated by
his papers on the existen e and properties of the motions of a density of harge without
any inertial mass, [LC907℄.19 Ele trodynami s and the questions related to the ele trons
15

The diÆ ulties met in the a ademi arrier, remarkably lagging behind that of other less important olleagues, were ertain due to la k of appre iation of his work: as it appears from Beltrami's statements
on the o asion of the de ision, 1886, of not assigning to him the \Royal prize for Mathemati s" and
by the statement, analogous and in analogous o asion, 1901, of Bian hi, [Bi902℄: ..."Furthermore we

feel that the algorithmi aspe ts re eive too mu h stress often shadowing the essential geometri ontents and sometimes leads to state as spe ial results of the al ulus geometri ally evident properties.
... Rather than in the parti ularity of the algorithms employed, in the eld of ordinary in nitesimal
geometry, we re ognize the true sour e of dis overies in the for e of geometri intuition, helped by that
potent analyti instrument that ea h mathemati ian will be able to forge one way or another depending
on his individual preferen es or habits... It ought to be re ognized that the advantages of the absolute
al ulus pro edures are mu h larger in the eld of di erential geometry in more dimensions... The
results a hieved by the Author do not present any substantial novelty. However it seems that the Com-

16

17

18
19

mittee also had to nd a valid ex use for not assigning the prize that would have had to be given to
others who, for some a ident ould not be onsidered (nothing new!).
He says that the \paradox", [LC901℄, a ording to whi h in an ideal uid a body in uniform motion
does not meet resistan e an be over ome by admitting that the velo ity eld is dis ontinuous on a
(natural) dis ontinuity surfa e: and he derives Newton's fri tion (fri tion proportional to velo ity
square). In modern language the solution of Euler's equation that he proposes would not be a weak a
solution (in fa t the requirement that a solution should be a weak solution does not have a really lear
physi al meaning in the ase of a perfe t uid); he argues that when the velo ity is not small this form
of fri tion dominates over a possible fri tion due to the vis osity. It is a proposal that still deserves to
be investigated, [LC901℄, [LC907℄.
I.e. \from Pirelli's engineer E. Jona": whi h leads to a brilliant solution of Diri hlet's problem, in
a planar region with usps, to evaluate the largest voltage to whi h the insulating material is subje t
in a oaxial able as a fun tion of the number of onstituent ables, [LC904℄: he expresses the largest
voltage as the value of a suitable hypergeometri fun tion.
I.e. from Tenente Colonnello Calvi who asks a theoreti al explanation of why a proje tile shot against
target penetrates a distan e whi h does not in rease with the loseness to the target, but there is instead
an optimal positive distan e for the largest penetration, [LC906℄.
He dis usses various theories and supposes that the ele tron (i.e. the athodi rays parti le)is rigid
and onsists of atoms, showing the in onsisten e of su h hypothesis. He the analyzes the Abraham's
theory showing its onsisten y with a zero mass assumption for for an ele tron whose inertia is purely
7=maggio=2003; 23:31
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ele tromagneti mass will ontinue to attra t his attention also in the following years: as
a side result he nds the Hamiltonian formulation for the motion of a harged parti le
in a ele tromagneti eld (i.e. the form of \minimal pairing "), [LC910℄.??
Celestial Me hani s leads him to a general study on the di erential equations periodi ally dependent on time, motivated by the need to provide an existen e proof of the
average motion of the lunar node assuming that the motion of the heavenly body is
des ribed by ertain simple models. In modern language establishes the existen e of the
rotation number for the Hamiltonian periodi ally for ed motions that appear in Moon
theory. This follows a theorem by Poin are, [Po885℄, on the existen e of the rotation
number for maps of the ir le whi h he improves by eliminating an assumption impli it
in the works of Lindstedt, Adams, Hill and Poin are himself.20 Furthermore LeviCivita studies the problem of the form of Saturn rings in the frame of a series of papers
on the gravitational properties of thin mass tubes, [LC912℄. And he omes ba k on the
problem of a representation of the perturbing fun tion by introdu ing a new system of
anoni al oordinates for the n{bodies problem, [LC913℄, and then (after the general
Sundman's solution) again on the restri ted three bodies problem simplifying, [LC916℄,
and ompleting the theory obtaining new results on the regularization of the binary
ollisions in the non planar problem, [LC918℄.
But the Einsteinian theory is emerging and, naturally, the a tive interest of Levi-Civita
for the Geometry omes ba k: a never really negle ted interest whi h reappeard with the
introdu tion of the notion of parallel transport, [LC917℄, and ontinues with his original
ontributions to the new theory, [LC917℄, that will be summarized in the monograph on
the absolute di erential al ulus published after a long are in 1925, [LC925℄. His interest
for Relativity goes well beyond the 1922, but it will by no means exhaust his ontinuous
revisitations of problems studied in earlier times, on Celestial Me hani s, on the uids
on elasti ity and it will be a ompanied and enri hed by a strong interest towards the
new Me hani s (quantum) to whi h he will also give ontributions showing ulturally
vast interests that were not to be really imitated by his heirs.21
It is interesting to re all here the on lusive words of his Extension and evolution of

Mathemati al Physi s (in the last fty years, with spe ial attention to the Italian ontributions), [LC911℄. Here he omments on the su ess of the atomi hypothesis and
the on i ts that one meets in the theory of ele tromagnetism: \We an fear that, as
knowledge of the laws of nature advan es, it will no longer suÆ e, as it was so far the
ase, to ask ... but it will be ome absolutely ne essary to develop more detailed analysis,
paying attention to the mole ular behavior. If so ... the unknown equations will have

ele tromagneti and he evaluates as r  10 12 2m the ele tron dimension (i.e. a value of the \ lassi al
ele tron radius" whi h he dedu es as r = 54 me 2 (in modern symbols)). In the on luding remarks
he says the experimental apparata are already now so developed to ex eed in exa titude the domain
overed by the various kinemati al hypotheses": and proposes the ne essity of atta king the problem
by introdu ing a \ ut-o " (as we would all it today) and then removing it at the end of the omputations. A task that he re ognizes to be outside the present range of knowledge and to whi h further
parallel diÆ ulties are added, as the la k of additivity of the ele tromagneti mass; and on ludes To
dedu e by su h prin iples an ele tromagneti explanation of matter does not look en ouraging to me;
I would rather say that we are lose to ir ular arguments. Will it be possible to avoid them by some
hange in the way of posing the problem?. A question that, sin e, has been rst deferred to quantum

20

21

ele trodynami s, then to the standard model, then to quantum gravity and to strings without, however,
rea hing a satisfa tory solution yet.
C.f. footnote 13 in [LC911℄. To say the truth it seems to me that the result is already ontained in
Poin ar
e's paper where it is obtained with the method that will appear also in [Le911℄: why neither
Levi-Civita nor Levi go ba k to the latter paper an possibly be understood if one remarks that only
someone familiar with the theorem of Poin are through some expert's le ture or who had studied in
detail the large number of pages of the original paper would have really known it. This does not seem
to have been the ase of Levi-Civita nor of Levi nor, later, of Burgatti.
His s ienti attitude and uriosity is witnessed by an amusing, as mu h as learned, paper (that he
alled an \exer ise") on the stability of bla kboards, [LC924℄, that opens a window on the a ademi
life of the time in whi h the kind of problems that worried a jury for the exams of Rational Me hani s
formed together with Armellini and Bis on ini.
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to be looked for ... as statisti al relations, generated by myriads of di erent events, and
made eventually manageable thanks to the the law of large numbers." These words appear

to indi ate that Levi-Civita was ons ious of the labor of a Physi s that was heading
towards a deep revolution.
His treatise of Theoreti al Me hani s, in ollaboration with Ugo Amaldi, published
in 1921 has been an important innovation in Italy with a detailed dis ussion of the
impli ations and appli ations of Analyti al Me hani s and a set up of several problems
of perturbation theory in the perspe tive of its Astronomy appli ations.
Levi-Civita was hit by the ra ial laws and therefore he was ousted from university and
A ademia dei Lin ei.
Contemporary of Levi-Civita and a Beltrami's student has been
Pietro Burgatti, (1868-1938).
His le tures on Rational Me hani s are set up along a very lassi al s heme and do not
show a tra e of the labor generated by the auda ious and novel theories of Poin are,
although the introdu tion to the le tures begins with the promising remark (still more
than valid today) \It is quite true - unfortunately! - that at present people want to leave

that s ienti base that a long experien e has show very solid, to look for a lower base
more omfortable and more a essible to medio rity. But there is only fog, I dare say, and
the wish for Sun will ome ba k". Unlike the the texts on Rational Me hani s by Chelini

and Sia i, where an attempt to a proof of D'Alembert's prin iple is presented whi h
goes ba k essentially to |Ampere, here the prin iple is justi ed by its onsequen es and
it is presented as parallel to Newton's laws starting a tradition that shall have a long
life in Italy be ause it was adopted also by Levi-Civita: one attempts a justi ation of
the prin iple that is independent of Newton's laws presenting in this way to the student
two theories for the same phenomenon, ea h with the proper experimental justi ation.
A tradition that deviates from point of view followed in the main Me hani s treatises of
the time, like that of Appell or of Voigt (although the latter had been translated into
Italian and supported by a foreword by Beltrami himself) that give up a dis ussion of
the prin iple and examine only its onsequen es.
Burgatti in the interesting on lusive essay of the Rational Me hani s book, the \Disourse on the histori al development of Me hani s" he presents a history of Me hani s
in whi h Aristoteles is presented as thinking that \to be found among the properties
of the ir le all that is shown and admirable in the me hani al phenomena" and he gives
no analysis not even super ial of Greek Astronomy and of Aristar us, Hippar us
or Ptolemy (the latter is not even quoted) essentially ignoring the Papers on of anient Astronomy of S hiaparelli who had exhaustively lari ed, [S 936℄, the meaning
of y les and epi y les in terms of the modern Fourier transform.
He is among the last \Me ani i Razionali" that I onsider in this brief review: he had
several interests ranging from the me hani s of rigid systems, to potential theory where
takes up works of Beltrami and Volterra, to elasti ity to phenomenology of the
Celestial Me hani s. He gets remarkable results in the theory of gyros opes nding some
spe ial motions of the Hess' gyros opes in whi h the on gurations are des ribed by a
di erential equation of rst order for two angles one of whi h iso hronous: a mathemati al
problem already studied by Levi-Civita and Levi in whi h the existen e of the average
motion of the not iso hronous oordinate is established, [Bu912℄, [LC911℄, [Le911℄.22
In elasti ity he studies the stru ture of the boundary potentials ne essary to redu e the
problem of the deformations of an elasti solid with given boundary stresses to an integral
equation for fun tions de ned on the surfa e: a problem studied in wide generality and for
equations with variable oeÆ ients in memorable papers by Levi, [Le907℄. In Astronomy
he studies phenomenologi al questions: for example he goes ba k, [Bu915℄, to a ritique
22

The average motion, as already remarked, has been in reality studied by Poin
is quoted here.
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ar
e,

[Po885℄, who not

by S hiaparelli to Lapla e's theory of omets.23 The interest of the paper lies rather
in the (qualitative) dis ussion of the possibility that a omet in uen ed from eld of the
Sun and of another star penetrates the solar system following afterwards an ellipti orbit;
a very diÆ ult problem, even today, if one wishes to treat it in a mathemati ally rigorous
way.
Important ontributors to ontinuum Physi s, mainly on elasti ity theory, often inspired
by the works of Betti, [Be872℄, were Carlo Alberto Castigliano, (1847{1884), who
also wrote an interesting monograph, [Ca879℄, mainly devoted to appli ative aspe ts
but with a e ort of syntesis and of redu tion to general prin iples (1870{1922), Gian
Antonio Maggi, (1856{1937), Orazio Tedone, (1870{1922), Carlo Somigliana,
(1860-1955), Carlo Somigliana, (1860-1955), and Roberto Mar olongo, (1862{
1943)), who ontributed with their students and often inspired by Volterra, to the
wide development that later Me hani s of ontinua had in Italy.
Interest for ele tromagnetism and, perhaps lagging somewhat behind the times or perhaps in ontrast with them, the theory of ether has been a (not always hidden) motivation
of some papers, [So907℄, in whi h Somigliana, tries to over ome of ex eed the results
negative of Beltrami; and in general si dedi ates himself to the study of the me hani s
of the Continua ([So906℄: going ba k to Betti he obtains the representation, a by means
of boundary potentials, of the elasti displa ements, a\parametri " method that Levi,
[Le907℄, will apply to very general equations with variable oeÆ ients) and produ es
ontinuous and varied studies also on waves theory. Still today \Hoepli manuals" of
Mar olongo are useful: among whi h I quote the one on elasti ity, [Ma904℄, and the
one on the three bodies problem, [Ma919℄.
Maggi several times (if only shadowy) riti izes Volterra providing interesting interpretations of his results on the exible and inextensible surfa es, [Ma884℄, whi h he
redu es to \ lassi al" results; or redu ing to ertain remarks of himself the analysis of
Volterra on anholonomous systems, [Ma901℄. Later, while expressing admiration for
Volterra's famous result on the elasti stresses in not simply onne ted bodies, he
redu es them to little, [Ma905℄.24
Tedone studies the motion of a uid an ellipsoidal form, thus following a tradition
inspired in last analysis by Celestial Me hani s, [Te893℄, (see [Ch860℄, [Br861℄, [Pa771℄,
[Be872℄, [Be880℄, [Vo881℄) and presenting a new version of the motions in whi h the
angular velo ity is a linear fun tion of the oordinates, alternative t that of Voigt; very
important is his analysis in elasti ity theory leading to the extension to elasti vibrations
Kir hoff's representation of the wave equation solutions, [Te897℄, [Te902℄.
Mathemati al Analysis, a eld that was starting to di erentiate from Mathemati al
Physi s also in the appli ations to the theory ordinary and partial di erential equations,
ontinued to generate remarkable ontributions to problems of Physi o-mathemati al
nature: for example
ro, (1859-1906).
Ernesto Cesa
23

24

In fa t it seems to me that the ritique and, hen e, the defense of Lapla e's theory were not are really
needed. Nevertheless, as also Armellini will point out, he arrives at an interesting appli ation of
the problem of the two enters of gravitational attra tion, [Ar920℄, one among the few appli ations in
Astronomy of this remarkable system integrable by quadratures, if not the only one. The work has been
praised by Armellini who will use it in his onfutation of a theory that attributed the distribution of
the aphelia of the ometary orbits to a vis ous intera tion with ether, [Ar916℄.
\It seems to me indeed ... that one ould keep un hanged the lassi al theorem that an elasti body
o upying a nite region and not being subje t to volume and pressures applied on the boundary will
be found in the natural state." I.e. it would have been suÆ ient to think to the matter! However
the interesting feature of Volterra's result has been perhaps that a ring of , for instan e, ut and
straightened into a ylinder and then wringer on itself and nally glued again at its extremes an keep
the ring form (among possible others, but not easy to do in pra ti e). In any event Volterra quotes
him in his review in [Vo907℄.
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His interest for Analysis (for instan e for questions on divergent series), for number
theory (his well known \ rst memory of arithmeti " marks is his strong entran e in
European Mathemati s, [Ce883℄) and for analyti Geometry leaves a not se ondary role,
and one of in reasing relevan e, to questions of Mathemati al Physi s. A theorem on the
zeroes of polynomial equation, for example, is formulated and interpreted in me hani al
terms , [Ce886℄. But it is on the elasti ity theory and on the heat equation that he
onjugates his expertise in Analysis with analyti Geometry: in a series of papers he
studies various questions meant to simplify known results, [Ce901℄ (Beltrami), [Ce902℄
(Poin are), [Ce906℄ (Volterra), or a remarkable extensions [Ce889℄. His papers on
singular urves, e.g. with no tangent, are examples treated in a very modern fashion as
onstru tions of self similar fra tals, [Ce905℄. His memoir on non Eu lidean Geometry,
whi h is unfortunately almost his s ienti will, shows his in reasing interest for intrinsi
Geometry, [Ce905℄.
A further very interesting example is provided by
Eugenio Elia Levi, (1883-1917),
Analyst to list also among the mathemati al physi ists for his interest for the existen e
of the average lunar motion and for his ontributions to the theory of the ellipti and
paraboli equations. Like many others he was fas inated by non Eu lidean Geometry
and from Poin are's theory of Fu hsian groups. He gives, in Mathemati al Physi s,
important ontributions to ellipti equations theory. For instan e the proof that the
fun tions that enjoy the property of the average without being a priori di erentiable
are, instead, su h ne essarily and therefore hen e are harmoni inaugurates the tradition
parti ularly developed in Italy of the study of the regularity properties the solutions of
ellipti equations. He revisits the lunar node motion problem extending Levi-Civita's
result, [LC911℄, on the existen e of the average motion and providing a very elegant
proof under mu h weaker Lips hitzian regularity assumption that prelude to the later
works of Birkhoff, [Le911℄. Parti ularly relevant for Mathemati al Physi s are also the
papers on the boundary values problems for the ellipti equations of order 2n whi h, for
instan e, are met in elasti ity theory: he redu es the problem to the theory of onstant
oeÆ ients equations ombined with an integral equation of Fredholm type, extending
Fredholm's method for the Poisson's equation.

From Physi s and from Astronomy.
Important ontributions to Rational Me hani s ame from quite di erent s hools, like
Physi s and Astronomy. I mention here
Giovanni Cantoni, (1818{1897).
He is among the major Italian physi ists of '800s: he ontributed, possibly the rst,
with experimental skillfulness and theoreti al intuition to the orre t identi ation of
the Brownian motion nature, [Ca867℄: \In fa t, I think that the dan ing motion of solid

extremely minute parti les inside a liquid, ould be attributed to the di erent velo ities
that must be at a given temperature, both in su h solid parti les, and in the mole ules
of the liquid that ollide with ea h other from every side. I do not know if others have
already attempted su h an explanation of the Brownian motions: : :" In his 1867 paper he

presents a series of experiments, that he performed, in whi h he shows eviden e for the
energy equipartition between suspended parti les and solvent mole ules and on ludes
that \And in this way Brownian motion, so manifested, gives us one of the most beautiful

and dire t experimental proofs of the fundamental prin iples of the Me hani al theory of
heat, manifesting the assiduous vibrational state that must be both and in liquids and in
solids even when their temperature does not hange".

In Italy atomism, perhaps thanks to Avogadro, and later of Piola, Mossotti, and
of others like Se hi who wrote an ambitious synthesis of the atomi on eptions and
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of the theory of Ether, [Se874℄, has been at the time perhaps more a epted than the
rest of Europe (we nd tra es also in works of several other authors). This work of
Cantoni, suitably dis ussed and brought to light in [Pa982℄, is parti ularly interesting
if we take into a ount that it was ontemporary of the rst works of Boltzmann on
the heat theorem and on equipartition, [Bo866℄, and this has been perhaps the highest
a hievement of the Italian Theoreti al Physi s after Mossotti and before Fermi.
Enri o Fermi, (1901-1954).
Just at the end of the period onsidered the work of Fermi begins with his rst works to
ele trodynami s and general relativity (where he rederives unpublished results of Ri i),
[F923℄. He investigates the validity of the ergodi hypothesis with an important work
that shall have wide in uen e (on himself in parti ular) and on whi h he will ome ba k
in his last years with a great ontribution to Mathemati al Physi s, [FPU55℄. Sin e
the beginning he imports in Italy e hoes of the new Me hani s, [Fe923℄. His dis ussion
of the adiabati invariants, [Fe923℄, is developed to analyze the Bohr-Sommerfeld
quantization rules, and pre edes the interest for su h invariants by Levi-Civita who will
apply them mainly to Celestial Me hani s problems providing remarkable omplements
to Armellini theory on the problem of two bodies with variable masses. Certainly
it is only in the years following the early twenties that Fermi will emerge as a great
theoreti al and, at the same time, experimental Physi ist with ontributions that will go
well beyond Mathemati al Physi s in a stri t sense, [BB001℄.

In Astronomy the year 1860 marks almost exa tly the moment when Italian Astronomy
be omes mainly positional or des riptive Astronomy and, by privileging the observational
aspe ts with respe t to the theoreti al Celestial Me hani s. Therefore it does not follow
the steps of the astronomers of the early 1800's25 and employing Me hani s in a form
that, with respe t to the European studies, appears not too te hni al and as auxiliary
apparatus for the quantitative analysis that follow, without innovation, well established
methods as, for example, those of
Ottaviano Fabrizio Mossotti, (1791-1863).
His astronomi al work, as his ontribution to Physi s, has been instead very innovative
and provided important im[provements to the ephemerides omputation methods, not
refraining from entering into elaborate theoreti al omputations, and stimulated Mathemati al Physi ists who worked after him (for instan e he was tea her to Betti, as
already mentioned). His posthumous paper on the determination of orbital elements
from three observations, [Mo866℄, is an interesting memoir whi h ompletes a series of
resear hes, begun in his youth, [Mo817℄, and whi h has to be ompared with the similar
problem treated by Gauss in the ase of asteroids: the work of Mossotti has been
highly appre iated in Europe and by Gauss in parti ular. Unfortunately Mossotti has
been, for a a long period, 1823-1840, an exile (England rst and then Argentina and
Corfu) be ause of politi al reasons. This ertainly deprived, at least in the observatory
Brera where he was working when he had to leave for England, a generation of a tea her
and of an example of a proli attitude towards resear h: the onsequen es will be felt
in the following de ennies.

Among the Celestial Me hani s studies of the period around 1860 we must also ount
Annibale De Gasparis, (1819{1892), who has been among the last to study, in the
25

Like, to example, Plana, who had atta ked in a monumental work, [Pl832℄, questions like the Moon
motion with the methods, then very modern, of Analyti al Me hani s, or Mossotti who had developed
improvements to Gauss's method for the omputation orbital elements, [Mo866℄, or of Santini and
others who engaged themselves both in observations and also in theoreti al questions. See, among
Santini's works, also the lassi al and still useful treatise of elementary Astronomy, [Sa830℄, in whi h
he performed in detail the omputation of the periods of the fundamental motions of Earth, Moon,
planets, asteroids and omets and often applied Me hani s to the omputation of perturbed orbits.
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XIX entury, problems of Celestial Me hani s understood in the modern sense of theory
of orbits and omputation of their perturbations. At least until Armellini in Astronomy
prevailed attention to observations, a urate but separate from the theory: a tenden y
prin ipally represented by Se hi and S hiaparelli.
Angelo Se hi, (1818{1878).
A Jesuit father he was still in full vigor after 1860 although, after 1970, his work was
strongly a e ted by the government the Italian Kingdom. An illustrious Physi ist and
Astrophysi ist he left, beyond to the te hni al and spe i works, interesting books on
general subje ts whi h be ame well know in Europe, like his monograph on the Sun,
[Se870℄, a ompanied by two other monographs on the Moon and on the Stars, or like
the book on the unity of Physi s from Thermodynami s and Ele tri ity, dedi ated to
proving the unit of the physi al for es, [Se874℄: a very high level text remarkable for
its pre ision in spite of a presentation in whi h mathemati al developments are arefully
avoided. Here he presents a ompletely atomisti on eption of matter together with
a lu id and deeply believed theory of a tions at distan e based on \ether", yet open
to the possibility of alternative theories.26 In Astronomy he devoted himself mainly to
observations (he was the Dire tor of the Collegio Romano observatory). He oordinated
a mission for the observation of the 1870 solar e lipse formally dire ted by Santini
whi h is interesting beyond the olle ted data also be ause nal relation remains and
gives an idea of the attitudes of the astronomers of the timed: some were te hni al and
meti ulous observers and others more in lined to ontemplation, [Sa872℄. Certainly his
relatively premature death marked, perhaps, a halt in the development Astrophysi s in
the sense, mu h in debt to his pioneering work, ontinued to be in Europe and in the
United States. Italian Astronomy when he was still alive be ame mainly observational
and deta hed from Celestial Me hani s. The main su essor of astronomers like Plana,
Santini, Mossotti and Se hi has been indeed
Giovanni S hiaparelli, (1835{1910).
It might seem odd that the work of S hiaparelli did not have a larger impa t on
Me hani s of the time. I think that it has been so be ause also S hiaparelli has been
more of an experimental astronomer than a theoreti ian of Me hani s.27 The work of
S hiaparelli is however vast: and sin e the beginning is devoted to Astronomy of
planetary observation. First Mars is obje t of areful and elebrated studies whi h take
the rst two volumes of his Complete papers. The two following volumes are dedi ated to
omets, meteorites and falling stars. In the fth volume are olle ted imposing Celestial
Me hani s omputations, and he must have performed quite a few similar ones in several
earlier works (whi h remained behind the s enes and we only see the results): here I mean
the determination of the orbital parameters of the planet Esperia that he dis overed in
1861. But the omputations were quite standard, after Gauss, Plana and Mossotti,
and the true dis overy onsisted in seeing and re ognizing to have seen a new errant
26 \The purpose of this work is to show how the ommon phenomena of Physi s an be redu ed to the
general laws of matter motion, believing however that beyond the matter ommonly alled ponderable we
must admit another matter invisible and not subje t to gravity, whi h is alled Ether or imponderable,
whose motions a ompany in various forms those of ponderable matter.
27 A surprising information is legated by Porro in his ommemoration of G. Darwin, astronomer and

son of Charles Darwin, in whi h he also ommemorates S hiaparelli and Poin are writing about
S hiaparelli: \.. he did not want to devote himself to read Les Methodes Nouvelles of Poin ar
e".

I do not know how mu h redit ould be given to su h a news, [Po913℄ (p.54), also be ause at p. 184
of [Bu913℄ Porro laims to know Les Methodes Nouvelles saying in this respe t \... I have followed

during one year the ourse that in Torino gave a great Italian mathemati ian, Vito Volterra, and I
have therefore seen how, for the spe ial purpose of Astronomy, the really remarkable results of Poin are
had a purely negative importan e": a omment that ontrasts with the substan e of Poin are's om-

memoration made by Volterra in parti ular when he mentions the in uen e Poin are's results
on Darwin's ontribution to the theory of satellites formation \a the planet expenses", p.596 of the
ommemoration .
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heavenly body. S hiaparelli dis overed the important phenomenon of the slowness of
the rotation period of Venus and the large \libration" of Mer ury (that today we know
be a true rotation but that equally has been the dis overy of an interesting anomaly that
was hiding an even more surprising one, i.e. the resonan e 3 : 2). His writings on an ient
Astronomy are still relevant: there he a utely dis usses Greek Astronomy reexplaining
and reviving the vituperated epy i les theory and making lear its interpretation in terms
of the modern Fourier series, [S 936℄.
Also Lorenzo Respighi (1824-1888), has been, mainly, an astronomer working on
observations (in spite of his important ontributions Mathemati al Analysis and had
on rete interests for Me hani s (pendulum with fri tion), in the years pre eding 1860,
[Ar948℄). The same an be said of Fran es o Porro, (1861{1937), whose modern
treatise on Astronomy is also remarkable for the quantitative and su in t dis ussion of
the main astronomi al periods, [Po920℄.28
Hen e S hiaparelli and the other astronomers of the time did not play the role that
Tisserand, The Verrier, D'Oppolzer, Gyldyn, M. Levy and then Poin are had
in Europe; and the absen e of a gure that plaid a similar role generated a serious slowing
in the development of Me hani s (and not only of Celestial Me hani s ) whi h was not
remedied by the, otherwise fundamental, works on Celestial Me hani s by Levi-Civita:
who, one would say on the same path as Poin are, studies and solves brilliantly various
questions preparatory to a systemati analysis of perturbation theory without however,
quite surprisingly, really getting involved with it.
The gap behind European Celestial Me hani s was not lled either by
Giuseppe Armellini, (1887{1958).
His work only starts towards the end of the period onsidered here, however pre isely
in this period he gives parti ularly relevant ontributions to Celestial Me hani s. He
develops an a ute analysis of the problem of two bodies in whi h the enter of attra tion
has in reasing mass M (t) and establishing the result that a ne essary and suÆ ient
ondition in order that the distan e between the two bodies ould be ome smaller than
an arbitrary pre xed value is that lim inf t!1 Mt(t) > 0, [Ar11℄: the theme of the variable
masses will be entral for his interests and he will ome ba k on it quite often extending
results of several authors, as in the review [AR15℄ and the ambitious appli ation to the
e entri ity of Mars.29
His studies aim at on rete astronomi al appli ations: not disdaining major perturbative omputations and in parti ular omputing the fattening of Jupiter from the very
rapid pre ession of the apses aused by the planet on the V satellite, obtaining a very
remarkable result and pre ision, [Ar912℄. The derivation is elaborated as a onsequen e
of a general lear perturbation theory, both for mathemati al and for astronomi alphenomenologi al ontents, designed for ephemerides omputation, [Ar913℄. With the
28

29

He must also be remembered for having written in the ommemoration of Darwin, who is there
ompared with S hiaparelli and Poin are, [Po913℄ (p.51), \....I only remark that no progress of the
physi al and astronomi al has been based in an essential way on a work of Poin are". The statements
on Poin are imply also a omparison between the Italian \ra e" (si , p. 53) and the Fren h and
were followed by a polemi s on the same journal between Porro and Burgatti (and, on another
journal, Mas art). From the polemi al writings, [Po913℄, also emerge remarkable onsiderations on
the interest of Poin are's work whi h lead Porro to on lude \The fa t that a Fren h astronomer does
not understand me,is natural and legitimate: I would like to be understood by the Italian astronomers,
who do not miss models to imitate whi h are more onsonant models to genius of our ra e"; at the same
time it appears lear that Burgatti instead fully appre iated the work and the gure of Poin are,
[Bu913℄, while Porro leaving aside not having grasped the interest Poin are's work shows to possess
a seriously narrow on eption of the s opes of Celestial Me hani s. Finally Porro's onsiderations on
ra e may look strange: but they are perhaps a preview of his evolution into a \fas ist sin e 1919" and in
a parti ipant to the Mar h on Roma (and it would be interesting to nd news on his politi al positions
after 1926 whi h, if known, are not mentioned in his obituary). See also the pre eding footnote 27.
Whi h however is not onsistent with what is believed today, fr [La988℄.
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same method he analyzes the perturbations a e ting the rst Neptune satellite
on luding that they annot be due to a se ond satellite but they still must be due to
a polar attening of Neptune, [Ar918℄, although is was not dire tly observable.
His interest for theoreti al questions leads him to the n bodies problem: rst with n 1
xed attra tion enters30 and then with the problem of 3 or more mobile bodies mobile
where he gets some extension of Sundman's result, [Ar914℄. A remarkable ontribution,
[Ar915℄, is the observation that in the three bodies problem the regularized solutions
of Levi-Civita and Sundman an be obtained by imagining that the three bodies are
homogeneous elasti hard spheres of radius r in the limit in whi h r ! 0 for all the nite
time pre xed intervals thus obtaining a very on rete interpretation of the regularization:
the derivation is a quite simple orollary of Sundman's results but, nevertheless, the work
is on eptually interesting (as Levi-Civita remarked) and modern.
The study on Jupiter and Neptune satellites his results on the n bodies problem are
perhaps his greater ontributions for originality and interest.
About the omets theory he ontinues the mentioned analysis of Burgatti and S hiaparelli on why hyperboli orbit omets are not observed, and argument treated by
several authors sin e Lapla e.

Con lusions.
From our point of view it must be re ognized that Italian Mathemati al Physi s (hen e
Me hani s and Celestial Me hani s in parti ular), in the period 1860-1922 failed in general to be ome really an element in the development of ideas and of results that prevailed
in Europe: personalities like Levi-Civita and Volterra appear as ex eptions. Looking
at the works, although monumental, of that period we an spot the germs of a proviniality that later led Italian Mathemati al Physi s to a serious risis. There are just weak
tra es of the interest for the great debates that were attra ting attention of Maxwell,
Thompson, Boltzmann, Poin ar
e, Erhenfest, Einstein, Plan k, Bohr and
were marking the birth of new on eptions and new problems involving the greatest
mathemati ians and physi ists (Painleve, Gibbs, Hadamard, Hilbert, Pi ard,
Zermelo, ...) and in Astronomy Tisserand, Le Verrier, Gyldyn, Poin are,
Painleve, Levy, Hill, New omb, Lindstedt, Adams, to quote only a few. Also
the attention towards ele tromagnetism stays on a purely plane te hni al, although ri h of
results in potential and waves theory; an ex eption are the analysis of Beltrami, [Be886℄
(negative), and Somigliana, [So907℄ (possiblist), on the interpretation of the equations
Maxwell's equations in terms of elasti ity theory (about the ether) and Levi-Civita's
the dis ussions on the ele tromagneti mass, [LC907℄.
With the ex eption of a some papers of Betti and Beltrami there tra es of interest
for Statisti al Me hani s ware not really relevant: whi h is also true for the physi ists of
the time although Boltzmann was A ademi o Lin eo, with the ex eption of Cantoni.
Astronomy drifted towards observations.31 In Celestial Me hani s the important ontributions by Levi-Civita were true ex eptions to the rule: but he too did not enter the
30

31

Extending remarkably Volterra's result, [Vo899℄, on absen e of ollisions when the xed bodies are
aligned while the mobile point has non zero angular momentum with respe t to the axis and he nds a
way, [Ar913℄, of expressing the solution via a development in a onvergent series for all times. He also
studies the ase in whi h the xed points are not aligned and ollisions are possible and are regularized,
[AR915℄.
An extreme example of observational Astronomy an be found in the relation of the group dire ted by
Santini and Se hi about the Sun e lipse of 1870 in whi h together with dry and te hni al relations
of some of the members there are others like the one by Alessandro Serpieri, (1823{1855), where
we read \allow me to say that I deeply felt the high beauty and poetry of my station, with joyful ying
ags ..." (p. 199) and then \The sea was painted in greys h green, and had lost its transparen e. And
rapidly hanging took a glassy aspe t almost taking the image of a solid matter. Waves that rebounded
foaming on the shore gave the shadows a very beautiful azure olor. In the total darkness someone
ompared the sea olor to the greenish bla k of bottles", [Sa872℄.
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eld (in spite of his very remarkable and well re ognized results on Analyti al Me hani s, on the three bodies problem, and on quasi periodi motions) other than marginally
trying the questions posed by Poin are's papers or by the new quantum me hani s,
although he was open minded and interested in it unlike many of his ontemporaries and
su essors, and although he gave essential ontributions to the development of the Einsteinian theory and to di erential Geometry. Volterra gave original and revolutionary
ontributions to several problems losely linked to appli ations.
ro, Levi) prematurely disappeared leaving an
Others (like Pi iati, Padova, Cesa
indelible tra e but an unful lled work. Me hani s splitting from Analysis and Geometry
looked, in Italy, to goals that eventually were not really fertile: towards studies about
more and more detailed properties, in the end not very interesting, on rigid motions or
on stru ture of ontinua.
Perturbation theory, that Poin are had so for efully indi ated as bearer of great novelties, was not really studied in Italy and pra ti e of Celestial Me hani sin in the innovative
sense of European (and Ameri an) s ientists was essentially abandoned. This has not
been a short lived episode but, also for \politi al" reasons, went on and in uen ed the evolution in the following half entury and has been ertainly at the origin of the progressive
emargination of Mathemati al Physi s from university urri ula that has grown today
to undeserved ontempt with the onsequent an ellation from many majors be ause
\useless". Mathemati al Physi s has nevertheless re eived new ideas from Theoreti al
Physi s thanks to Fermi and his s hool and from Mathemati al Analysis thanks to the
ontributions of several outstanding analysts.
In onne tion with the above remarks one raises, from time to time, the question of why
\In spite of the on entration in Roma of a large part of the best mathemati ians of the

time (Roma has been by far the most prestigious university in the rst half of the XX
entury) it was not possible to start the pro ess that led to the reation of mathemati al
s hool in Pisa. Naturally there have been good mathemati ians who were formed in Roma,
thanks to the tea hing of maestri that worked there, but their number and their quality
annot stand the omparison with those that were formed with Betti and Dini between
1860 and 1900: the pisan \mira le" did not ome up again."

(http://www.math.uni .it/matemati aitaliana/pannelli/XII.html)
But perhaps the question is a rhetori al one, or has an obvious answer and it is related to
the tragi politi al (and onsequently a ademi ) events that followed 1922. Or perhaps
the problem already preexisted and the politi al events were irrelevant? I think that
they were not at all irrelevant. It is true that the oath of allegian e (1932) and the ra ial
laws (1938) ame mu h later: but it is also true that, mu h before the laws on the ra e,
in the University and in the resear h institutions persons like Guglielmo Mar oni, as
President of an \ad ho " ommittee, agreed and de ided the ousting of Volterra from
the instituzions of whi h he was a member ontributing to the growth of a suspi ion and
fear limate.
And it is hard to see how su h a limate ould host a s hool in whi h Levi{Civita and
many others ould reap the fruits of the work developed in the years before 1922 and
to in uen e the younger generations with the freedom that permeates the a ademi and
s ienti
hoi es in the developed so ieties.
It will be said: \but did we not, in any ase, speak of a provin iality of Italian Theoreti al
Me hani s?": in reality Italy was, still in 1922, a young ountry emerged from about two
enturies during whi h it had been divided and weak. A suitable time lapse is ne essary to
form solid s hools: these an be realized in short times only by random u tuations (like
the \mira le" of Pisa): in Mathemati al Physi s appeared Levi{Civita and Volterra
and they were at the apex of their s ienti development, and already Fermi was moving
the rst steps: but the rst two were emarginated (together with many other) and also
the third was nally for ed to leave Italy. An authoritarian limate grew up not very
healthy for resear h work by whom was sensitive to what was happening and it is not
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surprising that the germs of provin iality prospered. In the ulturally potent Germany
mu h less time was needed to develop the onverse pro ess and then S ien e \ eased to
speak German" in the brief interval of a few months, [An003℄.
Today we an hope, given the ease of motion and of onta ts with other s hools, in
a positive evolution in whi h resear h in Me hani s ould again to the heights that
it rea hed only rarely in the period onsidered here, through personalities like Betti,
Beltrami, Levi-Civita, Volterra. String theory promises new ideal links with the
more abstra t Mathemati s and it will again ome perhaps (?) the happy time when
Physi ists like Betti and Volterra gave very important ontributions to Mathemati s
or Mathemati ians like Beltrami and Levi-Civita gave as important ontributions to
the physi al s ien es.
One should not however hide the hovering severe diÆ ulties due to a the resear h
work being dire ted by people of a quite di erent stature than Brios hi, Beltrami
or Volterra. Who ignore that the blossoming of resear h in Physi s and Mathemati s
was based (and this is just an example by no means isolated) on people like Ri i{
Curbastro who for his habilitation as a tea her in the high s hool presented in 1875 a
dissertation about a generalization of a problem on hypergeometri fun tions studied by
Riemann , or in 1877 summarized in a paper on Nuovo Cimento the for es of ele tromagnetism dis ussing and relating works of Neumann, Riemann, Clausius, Maxwell,
Betti and with this work he obtained a s holarship to study abroad and, upon his return, nally obtaining just a non tenured assistantship to the hair of Cal ulus: a arrier
and a series of hoi es that today would be onsidered of little interest.
I thank professor G. Fodera for the invitation to present a relation to the meeting \Hundred years of Astronomy in Italy, 1860{1960", at the A ademia dei Lin ei, Roma, 26{28
mar h 2003 whi h gave me the o asion to begin studying (in a ne essarily preliminary
fashion) this interesting period for Italian s ien e. And also for having informed me
about the polemi s on Poin are that are quoted above, [Po913℄, [Bu913℄.
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[Be868℄ Beltrami, E.: Saggio di interpretazione della geometria non eu lidea, Giornale di matemati he,
VI, 284{322, 1868. OP-1: 374.
[Se870℄ Se hi, A.: Le Soleil. Expose des prin ipales de ouvertes modernes sur la stru ture de et astre,
son in uen e dans l'Univers et ses relations ave les autres orps elestes, Gauthiers{Villars, Parigi,
1870.
[Pa871℄ Padova, E.: Sul moto di un ellissoide uido e omogeneo, Annali della S uola Normale di Pisa,
I, 1{88, 1871.
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[Be872℄ Betti, E.: Teoria dell'elasti ita, serie di arti oli sul Nuovo Cimento (1972{1973). OP-2: 291.
[Sa872℄ Santini, G.: Rapporti sulle osservazioni dell'e lisse totale di Sole, Lao, Palermo, 1872.
[Do873℄ Dorna, A.: Lezioni di Me ani a Razionale, Arnaldi, Torino, 1873.
[Be874℄ Beltrami, E.: Ri er he sulla inemati a dei uidi, Memorie dell'A ademia delle S ienze di
Bologna, 1871-1874. OP-2: 202{379.
[Se874℄ Se hi, A.: L'unita delle forze si he. Saggio di loso a naturale, Treves, Milano, 1874.
[Cr875℄ Cremona, L. et al.: Relazione intorno ad una memoria del Sig. Colonnello Pietro Conti avente
titolo \Sulla resistenza d'attrito" della Commissione omposta da Beto hi, Baserna, Beltrami e Cremona, Atti dell'A ademia dei Lin ei, Memorie, II, 3{15, 1874/75. OP-3: 369{383.
[Si877℄ Sia i, F.: Della rotazione dei orpi liberi, Memorie della So ieta italiana delle s ienze (detta dei
XL), III, 1877. Op-2: 171.
[Be878℄ Beltrami, E.: Sulle funzioni potenziali di sistemi simmetri i intorno ad un asse, Rendi onti del
Regio Istituto Lombardo, XI, 13 p., 1878.
[Ca879℄ Castigliano, A.: Theorie de l'equilibre des systmes
 elastique et ses appli ations, A.F. Negro,
Torino, 1879.
[Be880℄ Beltrami, E.: Sulla teoria dell'attrazione degli ellissoidi, Memorie dell'A ademia delle S ienze
dell'Istituto di Bologna, p. 573{616, 1880. OP-3: 269
[Be880℄ Betti, E.: Sopra l'equilibrio di una massa di gas rarefatto isolata nello spazio, Il Nuovo Cimento,
7, 26{33, 1880.
[Vo881℄ Volterra, V.: Sul potenziale di un'ellissoide omogenea sopr se stessa, Il Nuovo Cimento, IX,
221{229, 1881. OP-1: 1.
[Be882℄ Beltrami, E.: Sulla teoria dei sistemi di onduttori elettrizzati, Rendi onti del Regio Istituto
Lombardo, XV, 400{407, 1882. OP-3: 413.
[Be882℄ Beltrami, E.: Sull'equilibrio delle super i essibili e inestendibili, Memorie dell'A ademia
delle S ienze dell'Istituto di Bologna, III, 217{265, 1882. OP-4: 420.
[Vo883℄ Volterra, V.: Sopra al uni problemi di teoria del potenziale, Annali della S uola Normale di
Pisa, III, 207{270, 1882. OP-1: 140.
[Ce883℄ Cesaro, E.: Sur diverses questions d'arithmetique, Memoires de la So iete royale des s ien es de
Liege, 10, 1883. Op-11 : 10.
[Vo884℄ Volterra, V.: Sopra un problema di elettrostati a, Nuovo Cimento, XVI, 49{57, 1884. OP-1:
188.
 die Eigenshaften monzyklis her und anderer damit verwandter Systeme,
[Bo884℄ Boltzmann, L.: Uber
in "Wissensha tli he Abhandlungen", ed. F.P. Hasenohrl, vol. III, p. 122{152, Chelsea, New York,
1968, (reprint).
[Ma884℄ Maggi, G.A.: Sopra l'equilibrio delle super i essibili e inestendibili, Rendi onti dell'Istituto
Lombardo, XVII, 1884. OP: 37.
[Be885℄ Beltrami, E.: Sulla rappresentazione delle forze newtoniane per mezzo di forze elasti he, Rendi onti del Regio Istituto Lombardo, XVII, p. 9, 1884.
[Pa885℄ Padova, E.: Sul moto di rotazione di un orpo rigido, Atti dell'A ademia delle S ienze di
Torino, 38{47, 1885.
[Po885℄ Poin are, H.: Sur les ourbes de nies par les equations di erentielles, Journal de Mathematiques
pures et appliquees, I, 1885. In Oeuvres Completes, 1, lavoro n. 57: si veda p. 156 del lavoro n. 57,
Gauthiers{Villars, Paris 1934{1954.
[Be886℄ Beltrami, E.: Sull'interepretazione me ani a delle formole di Maxwell, Memorie dell'A ademia
delle S ienze dell'Istituto di Bologna, VII, 1{38, 1886. OP-4: 190.
[LC886℄ Levi-Civita, T.: Sulle rasformazioni delle equazioni dinami he, Annali di Matemati a, XXIV,
255{300, 1896. OP-1: 207.
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[Vo887℄ Volterra, V.: Sopra una estensione della teoria di Riemann sulle funzioni di variabile omplessa,
Rendi onti della A ademia dei Lin ei, III, 281{287, 1887. Op-1: 329.
[Vo887℄ Volterra, V.: Sopra le funzioni he dipendono da altre funzioni, Rendi onti della Regia A ademia dei Lin ei, III, 97{105, 1887. OP-1: 294.
[Vo887℄ Volterra, V.: Sopra le funzioni dipndenti da linee, Rendi onti della Regia A ademia dei Lin ei,
III, 225{230, 1887. OP-1: 315.
[Ce887℄ Cesaro, E.: Nouveax Annales de Mathematiques, 6, 36{43, 1887. OP-2: 400.
[Be888℄ Betti, E.: Sopra l'entropia di un sistema newtoniano in moto stabile, Rendi onti della Regia
A ademia dei Lin ei, IV, 113{115, 1888. OP-2: 488.
[Br866℄ Brios hi, F.: Serie di lavori sull'idrauli a. Pubbli ati si \Il Polite ni o" fra il 1866 e il 1873.
OP-5: 409{510.
[Vo889℄ Volterra, V.: Sur une generalization de la theorie des fon tions d'une variable imaginaire, A ta
Mathemati a, 12, 233{286, 1889. OP-1: 363.
[Be889℄ Beltrami, E.: Lettera a Cesaro, Rendi onti del ir olo matemati o di Palermo, III, 67{79, 1889.
OP-4: 320.
[Be889℄ Beltrami, E.: Un pre ursore italiano di Legendre e Loba hevsky, Rendi onti della Regia A ademia dei Lin ei, V, 411{448, OP-4: 348.
[Ce889℄ Cesaro, E.: Sulle variazioni di volume nei orpi elasti i, Rendi onti della A ademia dei Lin ei,
V,259{264, 1889.
[Vo890℄ Volterra, V.: Sopra una estensione della teoia di Ja obi-Hamilton del al olo delle variazioni,
Rendi onti della A ademia dei Lin ei, VI, 127{138, 1890. Op-1: 464.
[Vo891℄ Volterra, V.: Sopra le equazioni fondamentali dell'elettrodinami a, Nuovo Cimento, XXIX,
147{154, 1891. OP-1: 496.
[Vo892℄ Volterra, V.: Sur les vibrations lumineuses dans les milieux birefrangents, A ta Mathemati a,
16, 153{215, 1892. OP-1: 514.
[Si892℄ Sia i, F.: Me ani a Razionale, Torino, 1892.
[Te893℄ Tedone, O.: Sul moto di un uido ontenuto in un involu ro ellissoidi o, Rendi onti della Regia
A ademia dei Lin ei, II, 123-130, 1893. OP: 1.
[Vo894℄ Volterra, V.: Sur les vibrations des orps elastiques isotropes, A ta Mathemati a, 18, 161{232,
1894. OP-2: 19.
[Vo894℄ Volterra, V.: Eser izi di Fisi a Matemati a, Rivista di Matemati a, IV, 1{14, 1894. OP-2: 74.
[Vo895℄ Volterra, V.: Sulla teoria dei movimenti del polo terrestre, Astronomis he Na hri hten, 138,33{
52, 1895. OP-2: 87.
[Vo896℄ Volterra, V.: Repli a ad una nota del Prof. Peano, Rendi onti dell'A ademia dei Lin ei, V,
4{7, 1896. OP-2: 213.
[Pe895℄ Peano, G.: Il pri ipio delle aree e la storia di un gatto, Rivista di matemati he, V, 31{32, 1895.
OP-3: 285.
[Pe895℄ Peano, G.: Sopra lo spostamento del polo e della Terra, Atti dell'A ademia delle S ienze di
Torino, XXX, 515{523, 1895. OP-3: 288.
[Pe895℄ Peano, G.: Sul moto di un sistema nel quale sussitstono moti interni variabili, Rendi onti
dell'A ademia dei Lin ei, IV, 280{282, 1895. OP-3: 304.
[Pe896℄ Peano, G.: Sul moto del polo terrestre, Rendi onti dell'A ademia dei Lin ei, V, 163{168, 1896.
OP-3: 309.
[Te897℄ Tedone, O.: Sulle vibrazioni dei orpi solidi omogenei e isotropi, Memorie della Reale A ademia
delle S ienze di Torino, XLVII, 181{258, 1897. OP: 16.
[Vo897℄ Volterra, V.: Sopra al une questioni di inversione di integrali de niti, Annali di Matemati a
pura e appli ata, XXV, 139{178, 1897. OP-2: 279.
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[Vo897℄ Volterra, V.: Sulla s ari a elettri a nei gas e sopra al uni fenomeni di elettrolisi, Rendi onti
dell'A ademia dei Lin ei, VI, 389{401, 1897. OP-2: 317.
[Vo897℄ Volterra, V.: Un teorema sugli itegrali multipli, Atti dell'A ademia delle S ienze di Torino,
XXXII, 859{868, 1897. OP-2: 329.
[Vo898℄ Volterra, V.: Sul fenomeno delle \sei hes", Conferenza al ongresso SIF di Torino del 1898,
OP-2: 370.
[Vo898℄ Volterra, V.: Sur la theorie des variations des latitudes, A ta Mathemati a, 22, 201-357, 1898.
OP-2: 452.
[Vo899℄ Volterra, V.: Sui fondamenti della teoria delle equazioni di erenziali lineari, Memorie della
So ieta italiana delle s ienze (detta dei XL), 1899, OP-2: 383.
[Vo899℄ Volterra, V.: Sopra al une appli azioni della rappresentazione analiti a delle funzioni del Prof.
Mittag{Leer, Atti dell'A ademia delle S ienze di Torino, XXXIV, 492{494, 1898-99. OP-3: 591.
[RL900℄ Levi-Civita, T., Ri i-Curbastro, G.: Methodes de al ul di erentiel absolu et leurs appli ations.
Mathematis he Annalen, IV, 125-201, 1900. OP-1: 479.
[Ma901℄ Maggi, G.A.: Di al une nuove forme delle equazioni della dinami a appli ate ai sistemi
anolonomi, Rendi onti dell'A ademia dei Lin ei, X, 1901. OP: 64.
[Te902℄ Tedone, O.: Saggio di una teoria generale delle equazioni dell'equilibrio elasti o per un orpo
isotropo, Memorie della Reale A ademia delle S ienze di Torino, VIII, 129{180, 1902. OP: ??.
[Bi902℄ Bian hi, L., Dini, U., Cerruti, V., D'Ovidio, E., Veronese, G.: Relazione sul on orso al premio
reale, del 1901, per la Matemati a, Rendi onti delle adunanze solenni dell'A ademia dei Lin ei, 142{151,
1902.
[LC901℄ Levi-Civita, T.: Sul massimo imento dinami o dei sistemi elasti i, Il Nuovo Cimento, II,
188{196, 1901. OP-2: 145.
[LC901℄ Levi-Civita, T.: Sopra la determinazione di soluzioni parti olari di un sistema anoni o quando
se ne onos e qual he integrale o relazione invariante, Rendi onti dell'A ademia dei Lin ei, X, 1{9,
1901 e X, 35{41, 19011 . OP-2: 87.
[LC901℄ Levi-Civita, T.: Sulla resistenza dei mezzi uidi, Rendi onti dell'A ademia dei Lin ei, X, 3{9,
19012 . OP-2: 129.
[Ce901℄ Cesaro, E.: Sopra un'equazione funzionale trattata da Beltrami, Rendi onti dell'A ademia delle
S vienze di Napoli, 7, 284{289, 1901. OP-2: 432.
[Ce902℄ Cesaro, E.: Intorno ad una limitazione di ostanti nella teoria analiti a del alore, Rendi onti
dell'A ademia delle S vienze di Napoli, 8, 31{38, 1902.
[LC903℄ Levi-Civita, T.: Condition de ho dans le probleme restreint des trois orps, Comptes rendu
de l'A admie des S ien es de Paris, CXXXV, 221-223, 1903. OP-2: 275.
[LC904℄ Levi-Civita, T.: Sopra l'equazione di Kepler, Rendi onti dell'A ademia dei Lin ei, XIII, 260{
268, 1904. OP-2: 321.
[LC904℄ Levi-Civita, T.: Sopra un problema di elettrostati a he si e presentato nella ostruzione dei
avi, Rendi onti del Cir olo Matemati o di Palermo, XIII, 173{228, 1904. OP-2: 339.
[Ma904℄ Mar olongo, R.: Teoria matemati a dell'elasti ita, Hoepli, Milano, 1904.
[Vo904℄ Volterra, V.: Note on the appli ation of the method of images to problems of vibrations, Proeedings of the London Mathemati al S o iety, 2, 327{331, 1904. OP-3: 55.
[Si905℄ Sia i, F.: Sul prin ipio dei lavori virtuali, Rendi onti della Regia A ademia delle S ienze Fisi he
e Matemati he di Napoli, 11, 1905. OP-2: 601.
[Ma905℄ Maggi, G.A.: Sull'interpretazione del nuovo teorema di Volterra sulla teoria dell'elasti ita,
Rendi onti dell'A ademia dei Lin ei, XIV, 1905. OP: 255.
[Ce905℄ Cesaro, E.: Remarques sur la ourbe e Von Ko h, Atti della A ademia delle S ienze di Napoli,
12, 1905. OP-2: 464.
[Ce905℄ Cesaro, E.: Fondamento intrinse o della pangeometria, Memorie dell'A ademia dei Lin ei, 5,
155{183, 1905. OP-2: 341.
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[LC906℄ Levi-Civita, T.: Sulla penetrazione dei proiettili nei mezzi solidi, Atti dell'IStituto Veneto di
S ienze, Lettere ed Arti, LXV, 1149{1158, 1905-06. OP-2: 505.
[Ce906℄ Cesaro, E.: Sulle formole del Volterra fondamentali nella teoria delle distorsioni elasti he,
Rendi onti dell'A ademia delle S ienze di Napoli, 12, 311{321, 1906.
[So906℄ Somigliana, C.: Sulla teoria Maxwelliana dell'azione a distanza, Rendi onti dell'A ademia dei
Lin ei, XVI, 1907. OP: 325.
[LC907℄ Levi-Civita, T.: S ie e legge di resistenza, Rendi onti del Cir olo Matemati o di Palermo,
XXIII, 1-37, 1907. OP-2: 519.
[LC907℄ Levi-Civita, T.: Sur le mouvement de l'ele tri ite sans liaisons ni for es exterieures, Comptes
Rendus de l'A ademie des S ien es, CXLV, 417-420, 1907. OP-2: 583.
[LC907℄ Levi-Civita, T.: Sulla massa elettromagneti a, Nuovo Cimento, XIV, 387-412, 1907. OP-2: 587.
[LC907℄ Levi-Civita, T.: Sullo sviluppo delle funzioni impli ite, XVI, 2{12, 1907. OP-2: 573.
[LC907℄ Levi-Civita, T.: Sulle onde progressive di tipo permanente, Rendi onti dell'A ademia dei Lin ei,
XVI, 777{790, 1907. OP-2: 615.
[Le907℄ Levi, E.E.: Sulle equazioni lineari totalmente ellitti he alle derivate parziali, Rendi onti del
Cir olo Matemati o di Palermo, XVI, 1907. OP-2: 28.
[So907℄ Somigliana, C.: Sopra al une formole fondamentali della dinami a dei mezzi isotropi, Serie di
note. OP: 273,298,307.
[Vo907℄ Volterra, V.: Sur l'equilibre des orps elastiques multiplement onnexes, Annales s ienti ques
de l'E ole Normale Superieure, XXIV, 401{518, 1907. OP-3: 153.
[Vo908℄ Volterra, V.: Drei vorlesungen uber neuere forts hritte der mathematis hen physik, Ar hiv der
mathematik und Physik, XXI, 97{181, 1908. OP-3: 389.
[Pe908℄ Peano, G.: Sul livro V di Eu lide, Bollettino di matemati he (Conti), Bologna, V, 87{91, 1908.
OP-3: 377.
[Ca911℄ Castellano, F.: Lezioni di Me ani a Razionale, G.U. Cassone, Torino, 1911.
[LC910℄ Levi-Civita, T.: Sur les equations generales du mouvement d'un orpus ule dans un hamp
magnetique et un hamp ele trique superposes, Ar hiv for Mathematik og Naturvidesnskab, XXXI, 3{7,
1910. OP-3: 199.
[LC911℄ Levi-Civita, T.: Sur les equations lineaires a oeÆ ients periodiques et sur le mouvement moyen
du noeud lunaire, Annales de l'E ole Normale Superieure, 28, 325{376, 1911. OP-3: 205.
[LC911℄ Levi-Civita, T.: Estensione ed evoluzione della Fisi a Matemati a (nell'ultimo inquantennio,
on spe iale riguardo al ontributo italiano), Atti della So ieta italiana per il progresso delle s ienze, V,
237{254, 1911. OP-3: 275.
[Le911℄ Levi, E.E.: Sur les equations di erentielles periodiques, Comptes Rendus de l'A ademie des
S ien es, 153, 1911. OP-1: 224.
[Ar911℄ Armellini, G.: Il problema dei due orpi nell;ipotesi di masse variabili, Rendi onti dell'A ademia
dei Lin ei, XX, 682{687, 1911. OP-1: 107.
[LC912℄ Levi-Civita, T.: Sulla gravitazione di un tubo sottile on appli azione all'anello di Saturno,
Rendi onti del Cir olo Matemati o di Palermo, XXXII, 354{374, 1907. OP-3: 294.
[Vo912℄ Volterra, V.: Sulle temperature nell'interno delle montagne, IV, 111{126, 1912. OP-3: 471,
[Vo912℄ Volterra, V.: L'appli azione del al olo ai fenomeni di eredita, OP-3: 554{568.
[Vo912℄ Volterra, V.: Sur les equations integro-di erentielles et leurs appli ations, A ta mathemati a,
35, 295{356, 1912. OP-3:487.
[Bu912℄ Burgatti, P.: Osservazioni sul moto dei giros opi, A ademia delle S ienze del-l'Istituto di
Bologna, IX, 281{296, 1911-12.
[Ar912℄ Armellini, G.: Determinazione matemati a dello s hia iamento polare di Giove, Rendi onti
della A ademia dei Lin ei, XXI, 334{341, 1912. OP-1: 285.
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[Bu913℄ Burgatti, P.: Giudizi su Poin are, Rivista di Astronomia e S ienze aÆni (Bollettino della So ieta
Astronomi a Italiana), VII, p. 180{182, 1913. Seguito da repli a di Porro, p. 182{184.
[Vo913℄ Volterra, V.: Sui fenomeni ereditari, Rendi onti dell'A ademia dei Lin ei, XXII, 529{539,
1923.
[Ar913℄ Armellini, G.: Teoria delle perturbazioni (appli azioni a satelliti, omete e pianeti), Memorie
della So ieta italiana delle S ienze (detta dei XL), XVIII, 3{41, 1913. OP-1: 201.
[Ar913℄ Armellini, G.: Sul moto di un punto attratto da piu entri ssi, Rendi onti dell'A ademia dei
Lin ei, XXII, 70{76, 1913. OP-1: 71.
[LC913℄ Levi-Civita, T.: Nuovo sistema anoni o di elementi ellitti i, Annali di Matemati a, XX, 1{17,
1913. OP-3: 341.
[Po913℄ Porro, F.: Giorgio Darwin, e Un'ultima parola su Enri o Poin are e sui suoi apologisti, Rivista
di Astronomia e S ienze aÆni (Bollettino della So ieta Astronomi a Italiana), VII, p. 50{64 e p. 327-334,
1913.
[Ar914℄ Armellini, G.: Un theoreme general sur le probleme des n orps, Comptes rendus de l'A ademie
des S ien es de Paris, 158, 680{684, 1914. OP-1: 43.
[Vo913℄ Volterra, V.: Sulle equazioni alle derivate funzionali, Rebdi onti dell'A ademia dei Lin ei,
XXIII, 393{399, 1914. OP-4: 5.
[Ar915℄ Armellini, G.: Sul moto di un punto attratto da piu punti ssi, Memorie della So ieta italiana
delle S ienze (detta dei XL), XIX, 1{23, 1915. OP-1: 84.
[Ar915℄ Armellini, G.: Estensione della soluzione del Sundman dal aso di orpi ideali, al aso di sferette
elasti he omogenee, Rendi onti dell'A ademia dei Lin ei, XXIV, 184{190, 1915.
[Bu915℄ Burgatti, P.: Osservazioni sull'origine delle omete, Atti dell'A ademia delle S ienze dell'Istituto di Bologna, 2, 3-10, 1914-15. OP-1: ???.
[Ar915℄ Armellini, G.: Il problema dei due orpi di massa variabile, Memorie della So ieta italiana delle
S ienze (detta dei XL), XIX, 3{24, 1915. OP-1: 121.
[Vo916℄ Volterra, V.: Metodi di al olo degli elementi di tiro per artiglieria aeronauti a, Rendi onti
Isituto entrale aeronauti o, V, 1916. OP-4: 200{248.
[Vo916℄ Volterra, V.: Teoria delle potenze e dei logaritmi delle funzioni di omposizione, Memorie
dell'A ademia dei Lin ei, XI, 167{250, 1916. OP-4: 118.
[Ar916℄ Armellini, G.: Sopra un'ipotesi del Pi kering relativa alla frequenza degli afeli delle orbite
ometarie nelle vi inanze dell'antiapi e, Rendi onti dell'A ademia dei Lin ei, XXV, 622{627, 1916.
OP-1: 273.
[LC916℄ Levi-Civita, T.: Sopra due trasformazioni anoni he desunte dal moto paraboli o, Rendi onti
dell'A ademia dei Lin ei, XXV, 446{458, 1916. OP-3: 573.
[LC917℄ Levi-Civita, T.: Nozione di parallelismo in na varieta qualunque e onseguente spe i azione
geometri a della urvatura riemanniana, Rendi onti del Cir olo Matemati o di Palermo, XLII, 173{215,
1917. OP-4: 1.
[LC917℄ Levi-Civita, T.: Sulla espressione analiti a spettante al tensore gravitazionale nella teoria di
Einstein, Rendi onti dell'A ademia dei Lin ei, XXVI, 381{391, 1917. OP-4: 47.
[Ma919℄ Mar olongo, R.: Il problema dei tre orpi da Newton ai nostri giorni, Hoepli, Milano, 1919.
[LC918℄ Levi-Civita, T.: Sur la regularization du probleme des trois orps, A ta Mathemati a, 42,
99{144, 1918. OP-4: 211.
[Ar918℄ Armellini, G.: Sur les perturbations du satellite de Neptune, Memoires du Bullettin astronomique, XXXV, 97{101, 1918. OP-1: 259.
[Vo920℄ Volterra, V.: Fun tions of omposition, The Ri e Institute Pamphlet, VII, 181{251, 1920. OP-4:
312.
[Vo920℄ Volterra, V.: Sur l'enseignement de la Physique Mathematique et de quelques points d'analyse,
Comptes rendus du Congres International des Mathematiques, p. 81{97, 1920. OP-4: 370.
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[Vo921℄ Volterra, V.: Relazione sull'insegnamento della dinami a nelle s uole industriali, Rivista d'ottia e me ani a di pre isione, 1, 4{31, 1921. OP-4: 478.
[Ar920℄ Armellini, G.: Osservazioni sopra le omete se olari, Rendi onti dell'A ademia dei Lin ei,
XXIX, 183{186, 1920. OP-1: 279.
[Po920℄ Porro, F.: Trattato di Astronomia, Zani helli, 1920.
[Fe923℄ Fermi, E.: Sul peso dei orpi elasti i, Memorie dei Lin ei, 14, 114{124, 1923. OP-1: 61.
[Fe923℄ Fermi, E.: Beweis, dass ein me hanis hes normalsystem im allgemeinen quasi{ergodish ist,
Physikalis he Zeits hrift, 24, 261{265, 1923.OP-1: 79.
[Fe923℄ Fermi, E.: Il prin ipio delle adiabati he ed i sistemi he non ammettono oordinate angolari,
Nuovo Cimento, 25, 171{175, 1923. OP-1: 88.
[LC925℄ Levi-Civita, T.: Lezioni di Cal olo di eenziale assoluto, Sto k, Roma, 1925.
[LC925℄ Levi-Civita, T.: Sulla stabilita delle lavagne a avalletto, Periodi o di Matemati he, IV, 59{73,
1925. OP-4: 333.
[LC925℄ Levi-Civita, T.: Commemorazione del So io Nazionale Prof. G. Ri i-Curbastro, Memorie
dell'A ademia dei Lin ei,I, 556{564, 1925. OP-4: 391.
[Bu935℄ Burgatti, P.: Sopra un metodo per studiare l'azione prodotta da un mezzo resistene sul moto
dei orpi elesti, Rendi onti delle sessioni della Regia A ademia delle S ienze dell'Istituto di Bologna,
3{12, 1934-35.
[S 936℄ S hiaparelli, G.: S ritti sulla storia dell'astronomia anti a, Zani helli, Bologna, 1926.
[Ar948℄ Armellini, G.: Lorenzo Respighi nel sessantesimo della morte, Quanderni di ROma, 1948. OP-1:
483.
[FPU55℄ Fermi, E., Pasta, J., Ulam, S.: Studies of nonlinear problems, Los Alamos report LA-1940,
1955, printed in E., Fermi, Colle ted papers, p. 978{988, vol. 2, 1965.
[Ru969℄ Ruelle, D.: Statisti al Me hani s, Benjamin, 1969.
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